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Abstract
A better society is predicated on principles of fair justice and rule
of  law.  And  any  society  without  good  civil  values  and  an
articulated youth leadership programme, may not progress towards
stable and egalitarian society. Civil values are desirable variables
that  glue  the  society  together  and  provide  enabling  social
environment  and  economic  growth.  The  desire  to  serve  one’s
country and to give assistance to a fellow man without minding
his  ethnic  roots,  and  the  joy  to  share  in  the  common  human
inheritage, which is the environment, give a people hope to grow,
develop and share in dividends of a society or nation. This paper
shares in the belief that for a society to be good and move towards a
better  one,  a  youth leadership programme should be encouraged
and  planned  as  a  curriculum  that  shall  be  meticulously
implemented, which may not be within the four walls of class room
setting,  rather  through  an,  incorporated  methodology  with  the
value system of the society. Sociological and descriptive approaches
are used to show the values of this work. 
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Introduction
It  is not wrong at this time of prevailing insecurity, economic recession
and  youth  restiveness  to  say  that  Nigerian  society  is  not  an  ideal
environment to give hope to youth. Everyday occurrences of evil both in
the high places of government offices and among the common masses of
the society depict doom for future generation. Except something is done
quickly and early to direct the drifting destiny-ship and hope of Nigeria to
a better and safe shore, the Eldorado we hope for Nigeria will be a mirage.
We are to build a better society for the youth, and plan for a progressive
Nigeria;  a  country  that  will  guarantee  good  things  and  hope  for  the
upcoming generation, a society of youth who will look up to grow and
occupy good positions in the society and not where the youths would see
nothing than calamities, wars, killings, cultism, maladministration.
We  need  a  better  society  where  the  elders  are  inspiring  hope  and
encouraging  aspiration  in  the  youth.  We  need  a  country  where  the
government will successively lay solid economic foundation and political
institutions that would encourage both the youth and elders to strive for
the growth of the country. Presently the huge cry for restructuring and
secession is because the situation of things is not instilling any hope for
the people. There must be consensus on how we want the country to be
govern;  where  the  component  political  structures  and  religious
organizations  must  be  taken  into  cognizance  for  smooth  governance.
When you govern a society where there is no rule of law is like controlling
a mob that has only one goal to destroy. Civil order and social control are
very important social values that every society must have or put in place
to  guarantee  social  stability  and  economic  development  for  itself.  For
future  sustenance  of  the  stability,  youth  mentoring  becomes  pertinent.
This  work  will  examine  the  nature  and  scope  of  civil  values,  youth
leadership in our time and the dynamics of a good society.
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What are Civil Values?
It is pertinent to understand what is value before going into civil values.
Value is  a  belief  that  something is good and desirable (Fan 2003:27).  It
conveys the notion that something has worth and is desirable. It becomes
the  ability  of  an  individual  to  make  choice.  Value  can  also  mean  the
tendency  of  a  person  to  show  preference,  although  the  preference  is
determined by various forces around the preferer. These forces influence
the  determiner.  The  determiner  may  be  environment,  family,  age  etc.
Values  are  necessary  for  the  operation  of  human  society.  You  have
behavioural, procedural, substantive, civil values.
Let us look at the civil value, which is our main concern here. Civil values
are values we learn to respect as citizenship of a nation, as maybe set forth
in the national codes or otherwise. They are values that keep our society
functioning  and  also  hold  us  together  as  a  town,  city  or  state.  Take
example in the Old Africa Society, where youths are called up at a certain
time to maintain roads in the community or a boy to assist an old woman
carry her load home etc. For any civil society to function well, civil values
are required. These values keep the society moving and make it happy
and  ensure  security  for  future  generations.  A  society  where  everyone
respects  civil  values  and  encourages  civility,  social  amenities  are  not
vandalized,  corruption  is  not  on  the  high  side,  people  respect  the
authorities  and  authorities  fulfill  their  civil  responsibilities  to  citizens.
Such society looks an ideal one but evidential circumstances seem elusive
in modern time.
There are different civil values identified by scholars. They are: Service,
Personal Responsibilities and Entrepreneurship.

Service
Service connotes different meanings but with a common trait to provide
benefit to something or someone imaginarily inherent for success, giving,
helping without minding the course as long as it brings good result.  It can
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be services to help somebody else, actions to produce consummation in
economic function provided by a programme, subordinate to someone,
provide special values for an institution, like the military or the church etc.
For the sake of this write-up, service is defined as “an event in which an
entity takes the responsibility that  something desirable happens on the
behalf of another entity” (Online oxford dictionary). This may agree with
the root source of  “service in the Christian term of service.  The Greek
word –  diakoneo,  a  verb  meaning to  serve  and the  diakonos which  is
servant have a close relation with diakonia and when translated gives the
meaning  service.  The  New  Testament  writers,  use  it  for  “ministry”
meaning servant or minister (Krass 1976:1-2).
Jesus  Christ  told  His  disciples  to  imitate  Him in rendering services  to
people. He cautioned against behaving like “the kings of this world” who
exercise power over their subjects, rather the greatest among his disciples
should serve the others (Luke 22:25-26). He demonstrated his teaching by
washing His disciples’ feet and encouraged them to do same to each other
(John 13:13-16). It became a reference point in the Christian teaching about
servants. Ministers of the Gospel, that is servants of God, servants of one
another  (1  Cor.  3:5,4:1)  and  this  invariably  means  the  ministers  are
servants of the people (2 Cor. 4:5).
A  minister  in  the  public  service  may  mean  a  politician  who  heads  a
ministry for public service. He heads the ministry to render services to the
people who elected him or whom he is appointed to work for. In the real
sense of  it,  the minister is  not the Lord of  the people but  an assert  to
harness peoples’ potentials to fruitful results. Often he is a servant of the
people for good work. He renders services as stipulated in the guidelines
that  brought  him into  office.  The state  uses  him to  give  the  necessary
services to the populace.
The state is expected to provide certain goods (amenities) to its citizens,
but  as  always  the  case,  the  state  may not  provide  all.  Individuals  can
supplement  or  ensure  that  facilities  are  available  and  to  reach  others,
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especially those that are disadvantaged by nature. An individual can pick
a trash from the street or control traffic on the township roads and streets
etc. Here volunteerism is needed by everyone.

Personal Responsibility
Responsibility is a heavy burden. It is a duty and obligation (sometimes
liability) for which an individual is held accountable. Failure to fulfill this
obligation may have heavy negative consequence on the individual or and
the  society  at  large.  Imagine  a  citizen  given  the  responsibility  of
monitoring a water level  of  a  dam or family water  supply via “sumo”
generating power who fails to switch off the source when the water level
has been attained, the repercussion is massive flood and destruction of
valuable  documents  and  even  loss  of  life.  Therefore,  personal
responsibility is a special virtue required in every citizen to make a better
a nation and society. As much as, the society may have responsibility for
its  citizens,  the  personal  understanding  and  appropriation  of  the
responsibility would go a long way to promote a better relation between
the citizen and the governing powers.
Talents embedded in individuals are part of personal responsibility that
can help a society in stable form. Take the Jesus story of three servants
given  responsibility  to  produce  wealth  with  a  specific  amount
commeasurable to their abilities. Two of the servants made a success of the
amounts and they were rewarded. The third person failed to invest his
capital,  not  that  his  money  was  small  but  he  found  it  unnecessary  to
invest, because the presumable gain would help the giver (society). Jesus
remark to the man’s reasoning is note-worthy – 

“you bad and lazy servant!...  well,  then you should have
deposited my money in the Bank and I would have received
it all  back with interest when I returned” (Matt.  25:26-27,
Good News Translation).
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The responsibilities of this person includes investing and contributing to
the commonwealth of humanity. It is not proper for him to withhold the
money and also the interest (services) accruable from the investment of
the  money.  Every  citizen  of  a  nation  has  a  responsibility  to  its
sustainability.     
Individuals  can take decision to  create job,  take responsibility for  their
actions, which often are for the good of others. The job created by these
individuals  can keep the society busy thereby occupy idol  minds,  take
them away from evil and gears towards employing others. This venture by
individuals  encourages citizens’ participation and sharing responsibility
with the state and it helps to provide jobs for others.     

Entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship  is  an  art  of  innovation  and  creativity  for  profit  in
business. The creativity includes risk-taking and success. An entrepreneur
is one who organizes and operates a business ventures and brings new
ideas and goes into them, taking the risk of loosing his money or making
gains to continue his  business venture.  In life,  there is  always risk and
benefits. Taking a journey outside one’s home is a risk, even observing a
moment  of  rest  also  has  its  inherent  risk  depending  on  your
environmental situation or location of the rest. Every citizen is encouraged
to  be  an  entrepreneur.  The  Bible  encourages  entrepreneurship.  Jesus’
beautiful  story  of  the  three  servants  with  different  talents,  is  a  good
example (Matt. 25:11-30). 
Individuals  are encouraged to be generators  of  new ideas  not  only for
business  but  to  enhance  enterprises.  A  good  environment  for  social
integration create business leaders, who run businesses and take the risk
thereby,  rather  than  wait  for  the  government  to  provide  job  for  them.
Citizens going into business should be encouraged to take the risk and
reward that associate with business ventures. Entrepreneurship is then the
capacity  and  willingness  to  develop,  organize  and  manage  a  business
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venture  along  with  any  of  its  risks  in  order  to  make  a  profit.
(Entrepreneurship 2017).
The above discourse shows that for any civil society to make a meaningful
social  developmental  progress  in  any  society,  must  encourage  and
maintain civil values. Nigerian society must strive to ensure its civil values
are active and functional.  A moribund civil  values would not help any
society,  especially at  this  modern time,  where countries are losing grip
over their citizens and value standards.

Society and Values
The society plays an important role in the development of morals, beliefs
and values.  Value  is  something  worthy  and desirable;  an  ability  of  an
individual to make a choice. The choice, as has been discussed previously
in the second section of this work, is determined by various forces. These
forces affect the determiner, which is the individual. Notable among them
are:  family,  environment,  age,  age group, education,  religion etc.  All  of
these and other social institutions that are in the society. Therefore, society
is a major determinant of peoples’ values and value system. The values are
embedded in the basic institutions in any society and it is from them that
the children absorb most of their values, attitudes and beliefs. The values
of an individual 

“comes to adopt later in life depends on his environment
that mould his social milieu” (Iheoma 1995:144).

Within  the  society  are  undesirable  influences  of  the  wider  world,  the
ability  to  restrict  them  and  develop  a  better  individual  lies  in  the
management of some social institutions like,  religion, formal education,
and family  members.  Religion is  an institution that  takes  care  of  man;
supersensible  instinct  and  morality.  Morality  without  God  has  no
authority (Nduka and Iheoma 1983:33). It is religion that sanction moral
values.  The  state  (presidency),  parliament,  professors,  theologians  and
individual  have the capability to play the role of  authority over moral,
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belief  and  values  but  they  are  often  burdened  by  prejudices  and
selfishness (33). Religion with the idea of God, who created the universal
and  Supreme  Being  with  Supreme  Power  come  handy  to  remind  the
society that absolute authority lies in his hand.
Education  is  another  social  institution  that  is  necessary  to  nurture
individual’s morals and values. Education means in Latin “edu-care”, that
is bring up a child physically or mentally; to rear or eduere – to draw out
to assist, like birth as in midwifery, to hatch as from an egg, to bring up
(Nduka and Iheoma 53). Education, then means rearing and upbringing. It
aims  at  bringing  out  potentials  in  an  individual.  These  potentials  are
inherent and need adequate propelled “force” or incentives to develop.
Man is made of body and mind, and for these faculties to develop and
work well, education is the necessary tool to co-ordinate them. In modern
time, formal education has become the ideal formation for societal growth
and stability.
Family and members of the family are good socialization agents. The good
values  and  morals  taught  in  the  church  and  school  are  formally
internalized in the family. 

“Family is the beginning of any community or society and it
is  expected  that  every  individual  must  pass  through  the
tutelage of parents, who are worthy members of the society.
Family then helps to prevent children from misbehaving”.
(Johnson 2017:229). 

Exuberances, social vices and leadership crises, are often curtailed in the
family circle. The family values would prevent a child from misbehaving
outside. Whenever he or she remembers the teaching and corrections of
the  family  members,  certain  actions  are  withheld.  However,  the  moral
decadence  in  the  contemporary  Nigerian  society  is  alarming  that  one
wonders  if  the  education,  religion  and  family  are  truly  source  of
socialization.  Mala  (2013:162)  observes  that  the  rate  of  social  vices
prevalent among youth shows “they are bereft of good morals and ethics,
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and this  is  partly  responsible  for  their  involvement  in  campus  cultism
which has ravaged Nigerian’s many tertiary institutions”. If the “youths
are bereft of good morals and ethics” who will lead the nation in future.
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Youth Leadership
Before  going  into  the  youth  leadership  proper,  the  general  notion  of
leadership  in  the  Nigerian  society  is  predicated  on  dynamism  and
visibility of the output: there must be signs and evidence that the society
is benefiting from the leaders. Failure on this premises attract reaction and
comment on bad leadership, as if all leaders are failures. Everyone seems
to  attribute  Nigerian’s  problems  whether  economic,  social,  political  or
religious to leadership – bad leadership. Accusation are often laid on poor
leadership, even when a student is caught cheating in examination hall or
when  militants  and  Boko  Haram terrorists  threw bomb in  the  market
place. The common statement is that the leaders have failed to provide
security to the citizens of the country. The leadership is painted in the
negative  light  always  and  some  undersigned  mind  may  have  some
misconception of  leaders.  Pre-literary Nigerian society  had leaders  and
they led the people well.  The  socio-political  structure of  the  people  of
Nigeria provided leaders in the various groups and strata of the society.
Onyeozu (2003:54) stressing the value of group leadership in Ikwerre land
said, “strange leaders stirred their groups to prominence in the society”.
Elechi also in the same vein emphatically remarked that one of the duties
of a chief is to look after and protect all the members of his “house”, such
that “no man is dying of starvation” was known anywhere in the Niger
Delta region where feudal type of government was in practice (1982:82).
Leadership is more than gathering people together and claim premier facie.
Leadership must be seen in the multi-dimension spheres of life: the realms
our humanity, which is “too evident in our lives” and the spiritual side
“mystery  laden”  which  we  fail  to  recognize  because  of  our  culture,
humanity  and  weakness  (Massey  1994).  Both  realms  of  life  must  be
experienced as those who aspire to be leaders are not immune from the
vicissitude of life. The old-time leaders probably succeeded because they
were realistic and involved themselves in these realms.
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Who is a leader?   A leader is a person who knows the road, who can keep
ahead and can pull others after him or her (Donfulani and Atowoju cited
in Imasuen 2012:114). A leader is one who has the ability to lead and he
has  inner  motivation  to  move  ahead  even  before  others.  He  has  the
inspiration to take decision and position that will guarantee his followers
safety and wellbeing. You have such leaders in the Bible,  someone like
Moses, often he counted himself less before others and strove severally to
protect the interest of his followers. Once God wanted to reward him with
a name at the detriment of the children of Israel, he refused to accept but
rather asked God to remove his name if he would not forgive the people.
A leader like Jesus died for His disciples (world) to make people come to
God and be saved. He denied himself some comfort to lead. Therefore, a
leader is first among equals, not necessarily in counting, but in exemplary
and value quality.
A youth leader is then a youth who has the love of the society and people,
and he is prepared to actualize the dreams of his fellow youth, especially
those dreams of being great in life and a better society for everyone. A
youth leader is a leader in the sense that he has inner urge to achieve great
things for the society. He is not one who just wants to be recognized and
noticed in the crowd but one who make things happen positively.  It  is
your quality and ability that should identify you as a youth leader and not
otherwise.  A  youth  leader  is  someone  who  sees  ahead  of  his  fellow
youths, someone who sees good in others and takes critical analyses of
youth present predicaments and find or suggest solution to them. He is
like  Joshua  who  was  mentored  by  Moses.  Here  comes  the  need  for
mentorship because it  bequeaths  the youths the unqualifiable available
knowledge  reposited  in  antiquity  which  only  the  experienced  old
leadership  have  because  of  their  long  services  to  the  society.  Moses
mentored Joshua and entrusted the leadership of the people of Israel to
him before he died. Joshua stepped into the big shoes of Moses and was
able to lead the people because he had experiences which Moses guided
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him to have. Therefore, a good youth leadership training is necessary for
present youth leaders to navigate through the troubled water of human
vicissitude.
Application of Civil Values for a good Society
Youths should not allow themselves to be manipulated by someone, be it
an elder or a fellow youth.  The desire to serve their father land should
motivate  them  to  go  extra  mile  to  achieve  stability  in  the  nation.  The
stability  of  any  nation  guarantees  security  and  steady  growth  of  the
economic and also the assurance of future co-existence. Nigeria has over
50  percent  of  its  population  as  youth.  The  President  of  Nigeria,
Mohamadu Buhari acknowledged this when on April 9-16 2018 at Great
Britain in the Commonwealth Heads of Government meetings. Although
he said that many of the youths are docile and often wait for handouts
perhaps  because  of  the  petroleum  found  in  large  quantity  in  Nigeria
(Adetayo  2018).  However,  most  of  these  youths  are  vibrant  and
entrepreneurial driven, because the economy of the Nigeria could be truly
said to be driven by ingenuity of these youth. A visit to the urban and big
cities  in  the  country  would  reveal  the  hard  condition  the  youths  are
subjected to etch a living. Many are self-employed as early as 12 years and
some operate as Chief Executive Officers of reputable companies in the
land. What the country should do is to provide an enabling environment
for  economic  growth,  by  providing  stable  supply  of  electricity,  steady
water  for  public  use  and  security.  More  importantly  the  Government
should  teach  entrepreneurship,  self-responsibility  and  service  in  the
schools as early as in primary schools. Government should encourage her
youth to embrace the spirit of service and responsibility by promoting and
appending hard work and ingenuity in the citizens. They should set up
programmes like “You-Win” where youths  are selected and trained for
especial skills and entrepreneurship.  These programmes may look little
before  the  public  but  a  steady  application  and  growth  (successive
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government should encourage them) would lay foundation for civil value
system for Nigeria. 
In  the contemporary Nigeria society some youth do not appreciate the
values of the old people and even the old African culture. Some feel that
the old cultures and old men should give way for modern and vibrant
youths. It is good to feel this way because of the attitude of some elders in
the  society.  Some  politicians  do  not  like  to  retire,  they  occupy  every
political and cultural space that can provide job opportunity to the youth.
However,  the old must  be there to  guide and direct  the youth achieve
meaningful  success  that  can  last  and  sustain  the  society  for  future
generations.  This  is  true  because  some  youths  want  quick  results  for
virtually everything, which often does not go that way. Probably, that is
why we have insecurity and get  quick rich syndrome,  yahoo boys and
yahoo plus, Badoo and occultism etc. Look at our good old civil values
where the youths respected the elders and greeted them with grace and
honour; where the young helped the elderly carry their loads off them,
assist  them  climb  steps  etc.  These  are  forgotten  or  thrown-overboard
virtues and rather what we see nowadays is where youths point guns at
the elders in their bid to satisfy their desires.  Youth leaders now speak
with authority that is questionable. Yes! the authority he claims may not
be correct, because he is either controlled by some toxicant or he is being
backed either by an expired politician or an ostracized traditional ruler(s).
Youth leaders must overcome the modern tendency to join the get rich-
quick  syndrome  and  the  propensity  to  jettison  everything  old  and
tradition. After all, the young shall soon grow old. Youth leaders must aim
to study the arts of leadership. You can lead well when you know the arts
of followship. Let everyone have the society in mind whenever one aspires
to  lead.  He  should  lead  the  people  and  lead  for  good.  Youth  leaders
should show that they are prepared to correct the mistakes of their fathers.
Effort must be made to better the society than their fathers’ generation. It
is when this is done and it is seen so to be, that we can say our youths have
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vision and they have learnt something from their fathers. After all every
father’s prayer is that his son should be greater than him.

Conclusion
The youths are the future of any nation. For them to be abraised with the
current  and  past  history  of  the  nation,  a  conscious  and an  articulated
programme of leadership trait that would be pursued by every successive
government must be put in place. Nigeria is blessed with abundant rich
culture and religious traditions that can lay the foundation for our youth
training and leadership culture. The civil values and morality embedded
in our tradition and culture are surplus resources for youth leadership. If
the  leaders  of  Nigeria  could  tap  from  experience,  through  the  formal
education  system  in  the  country,  prepare  the  youths  for  leadership,
tomorrow would be better for Nigerian society. The paper recommends
civility  and  proper  training  for  the  youths,  through  a  conscious
coordinated programme by all levels of government in the country. 
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